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THE PARTISAN FROM VILNA
MIRI MERIN FREILICH

As tensions in Europe rise, young and 
outspoken Eva prepares for her second year 
at the Institute of Jewish Studies in Warsaw. 
But when the war ultimately breaks out, 
it’s Eva’s courage and resourcefulness that 
pave her way to freedom.
After escaping to the city of Vilna, Eva 
joins the underground Jewish resistance, 
certain her actions can change the tides of 
war. But war is not the only challenge she 
must overcome, and as Eva’s reputation 
as a partisan grows, so does her stormy 
relationship with the fearless David.

AFTER THE DARKEST HOUR
YECHESKEL RUBIN

After losing her husband and son to the 
German labor camps of World War II, Maria 
Zaneski’s only consolation from the horrors 
of war is her youngest daughter, Anna.
After years in exile, Olek Rabinovitch 
returns home to Poland in search of family 
members who may have survived the war. 
He takes up residence in Maria’s rental 
apartment, where he and Anna quickly 
develop a unique partnership. But Olek’s 
homecoming has a darker, secret reason. 
One he cannot risk sharing with anyone—
not even with Anna. 

THE ORPHANS’ HOME
MICHAL BEN GAL

The Children’s Home is a sanctuary – a 
safe haven, school, and a place to call 
home for Jewish orphan children with 
nowhere else to go. Under the kind and 
perceptive eyes of caregiver Janusz 
Korczak, 107 children thrive and bring life 
to a city ravaged by World War II.
In 25 inspiring and heartwarming stories, 
the incredible and almost forgotten life 
and educational work of Janusz Korczak, 
the father of orphans, come to light.

BOYS OF COURAGE
AMOS BLAS

Kadish is barely more than a boy when 
war breaks out. Forced to grow up fast, 
he takes it upon himself to provide for his 
family in the ghetto – his helpless parents 
and younger cousin Robbie.
Until one night, Kadish disappears.
Years later, Robbie is now an old man. He’s 
never known what happened to his hero 
after that terrifying day – until a phone call 
startles him in the middle of the night.
A stunning revelation unravels an 
incredible story that has waited decades 
to be told.
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INHERITING SILENCE 
ZAHAVA KORNBERG

Years after her father’s death, Zahava 
embarks on a journey to rediscover 
his chronicles before the Holocaust, 
learning more about her father’s history 
than she ever thought possible; Enough 
to reshape her understanding of his 
life, the war, and his relationship with 
his family – the one he started with her 
mother, and the unspoken one he left 
behind.

THE GIRL FROM 
SAN-DANIELE
ILAN BAHAR

A lone Jewish girl in occupied Italy, 
Liliana finds refuge in the most unlikely 
of places – a village abbey. Its promise 
of safety is enticing, but the price of a 
peaceful life might be too much to bear. 
It is there she will learn the true meaning 
of faith, and what is more important – 
the sanctity of life, or the promise we 
make to the dead?

SURVIVING THE FOREST
ADIVA GEFFEN

Shurka was a happy woman who lived a 
fairytale life with her husband and their 
two children in their idyllic village in 
Poland. Or so they thought…
When WWII breaks out, their happiness 
comes to a brutal end. The family is forced 
to flee their home and escape into the 
dark forest, hoping to survive.

MY DAUGHTER’S KEEPER
ADIVA GEFFEN

In the midst of World War II, a bond 
forms between Rachel and Irena, sisters 
not by blood but by a joint tragic fate. 
But as times become darker and more 
desperate, Rachel and Irena are forced 
to part. Through the hardships and the 
sufferings of the Holocaust, the two 
women must face hunger, fear, loss, and 
the most painful of goodbyes, never 
giving up hope of a happier future.
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VILNA, THE END OF 
THE ROAD
SARAH SHIMONOVITZ

When Nazi forces invade Vilna, Sarah 
knows that her life is in grave danger. 
Separated from her family, she is put on 
a train to the death camps from where 
no one has ever returned. Desparate, 
Sarah jumps out of the moving train into 
the dark forest to escape the death that 
surely awaits her. But now that she is off 
the train, she will have to survive the cold 
forest and its many perils alone.

BENEATH THE WINDS 
OF WAR
POLA WAWER

Pola Wawer is on the cusp of a promising 
career when her home city of Vilnius 
is invaded by Nazi forces. With her 
husband taken by the Gestapo, Pola 
flees the city in pursuit of safety.
Met at every turn with persecution and 
hate, Pola finally finds salvation in the 
most unexpected of places – among 
the countryside villages, home of the 
windmills of her father’s design.
But safety is fleeting, and devastating 
tragedies lie in wait.

THE VIENNESE PARFUMERIE
RON GETREUER-GILO

Vienna, 1938. Though her parents refuse 
to see the rising tides of hatred spreading 
through the city they have known 
their entire lives, Kitty makes the bold 
decision to escape – alone. Based on the 
handwritten diary and personal letters of a 
young girl in the Holocaust, The Viennese 
Parfumerie is a story of love and death, 
hope and despair, and incredible courage 
above all else.

THE LIGHT THROUGH 
THE STORM
MARGALIT GANOR

August, 1942. Dr. Leon Schmeltzer, his 
wife Donia, and their baby daughter 
attempt to flee Nazi-occupied Romania 
under the cover of darkness. They hastily 
board a small ship, leaving behind 
family, friends, and the only life they ever 
knew – But their path to freedom does 
not sail over smooth waters. 
Even as endless waves threaten to drown 
what little hope they have, the desperate 
refugees find that the hatred in the 
hearts of men is more terrifying than any 
force of nature. 
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THE BOY WHO JUMPED 
OFF THE TRAIN
MALKA ADLER

The child-friendly, illustrated rendition of 
Malka Adler’s acclaimed The Brothers of 
Auschwitz.
When Nazis barge into Itzhak’s home one 
day and force him to separate from his 
entire family, he is left feeling scared and 
alone. With no one to talk to and no one 
to look after him, Itzhak knows that he 
will have to be strong – and very brave – 
to survive the war and be reunited with 
his family. But can he manage to do it on 
his own?

UNDERNEATH A  
CHANGING SKY
YARON RESHEF

When Syma decides to leave home and 
embark on an adventure in a strange 
land, she cannot imagine what will 
be. Daily life in Palestine is far from 
comfortable and the reality of living the 
Zionist dream while embarking on a 
love affair is agonizing. She chooses to 
leave everything behind and sails back 
home, to Poland. But when WWII breaks 
out and the situation in Europe goes 
from bad to worse, Syma will have to 
reevaluate her decisions.

A LONG WAY TO AUSCHWITZ
SIMON H. KOHAVI

1939, Hungary. With the outbreak of World 
War II, Hungary became a dangerous place 
for Jews. Many men were recruited to the 
Forced Labor Service to help the Nazi army 
with their upcoming attacks. Shomo Stern 
was no different, but luck was on his side. 
Bearing Witness is a unique book that tells 
Shomo’s story of huge luck, unbelievable 
courage, and a wonderful personality 
within one incredible tale of survival.

THE PARTISAN’S DAUGHTER
MICHAEL BEHAGEN

Warsaw, 1945. Having survived the 
Holocaust, Aaron returns to his ruined 
hometown where, three years ago, he 
made an impossible decision and left his 
daughter in the care of a local Christian 
family. At the time, he’d thought his choice 
would keep her safe. But now that he’s 
back, she’s gone.
A fateful meeting between Aaron and 
the woman who saved his daughter 
brings forth unfathomable passion and 
heartbreak.
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THE PARISIAN DANCER
DORON DARMON

Paris, 1939. Helena is a talented dancer 
in Paris’ bohemian quarter.
Her life is worlds apart from that of Marek 
and Annette, the young Jewish couple 
and their two little boys who live in the 
apartment above. Then, one day, Marek 
disappears. And everything changes.
Soon, Helena is vowing to keep and protect 
the boys as though they were her own. 
But as the Nazis strengthen their hold on 
the city, the beautiful dancer may not be 
enough to protect the boys, and herself, 
from what is to come.

THE BOY FROM BLOCK 66
LIMOR REGEV

Moshe steps off the train at Buchenwald 
concentration camp with several hundred 
other children. Having endured the 
horrors of Auschwitz-Birkenau, Moshe 
has seen more than his share of tragedy. 
At Buchenwald, Block 66 is to be Moshe’s 
new home. But when just a short time 
later, the Germans decide to send the 
camp’s inmates to their death, they are 
not prepared for Buchenwald’s secret 
resistance, which rises up with one mission: 
to protect the camp’s children from harm.

THE SECRET JEWISH 
SOLDIER
IRIT KEYNAN

At the height of World War II, Yaakov-
Jacques Kalderon is a Jewish soldier 
fighting for the Yugoslavian army. When 
he falls captive Yaakov knows that in order 
to survive, he will have to hide his identity 
from even the closest of allies.
Years later, Kalderon’s daughter happens 
upon an old diary. As she works to 
interpret it, the truth of her father’s 
incredible story finally begins to come to 
light. It is a tale of strength, resilience, and 
miraculous escapes from death.

LALECHKA
AMIRA KEIDAR

The book follows Lalechka, a little girl 
born into the chaos of war and Holocaust 
and forced to struggle with the reversals 
of fortune that lead her time and time 
again into foreign and terrifying regions. 
But, beyond that, it is the story of the 
true friendship between three girls in 
early 20th century Poland, a friendship 
that refuses to cower before government 
dictates. An astonishing manifestation of 
loyalty and courage.
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MY NAME IS VITTORIA
DAFNA VITALE BEN BASSAT

Vittoria Vitale was born into a noble 
Jewish family in the north of Italy in the 
very same year that Mussolini met his 
Jewish lover. With the onset of World 
War II, she is forced to gather her family 
and flee the country, making critical 
and life-changing decisions as she goes. 
Her life is quickly carried away by a swirl 
of atrocities, decisions, farewells and 
remorse that will scar Vittoria and her 
family forever.

THE NEIGHBOR FROM 
BERGEN BELSEN
YAAKOV BARZILAI

11-year-old Yaakov and his family 
are forced out of their home into the 
unknown. They find themselves in 
the ghetto, living under impossible 
conditions, until they are banished by 
the Nazis to Bergen Belsen concentration 
camp, to what might be their final 
destination. A unique story about the 
unyielding love of a mother, about faith in 
God, and the naïve perspective of a child 
in the most challenging of times.

CODENAME: ZOSHA
YEHUDIT KAFRI

Zosha Poznanska was recruited into 
the Soviet spy network known as the 
Red Orchestra, which operated in 
Western Europe. Acting as part of the 
inner core of the network, Zosha carried 
out daring and dangerous operations. 
She was imprisoned later in a Gestapo 
prison. This book tells the story of the 
different chapters in Zosha’s life, her 
relationships, struggles, and triumphs. 
The State of Israel posthumously 
awarded Zosha a medal of honor for her 
efforts against the Nazis.

A GIRL CALLED RENĔE
RUTH UZRAD

This is the unbelievable autobiographical 
story of Ruth Uzrad, a Jewish teenager 
whose life was turned upside down 
by the Nazi regime. After her father is 
arrested one night and taken from their 
Berlin apartment by the Gestapo, Ruth’s 
mother sends 13-year-old Ruth and her 
two younger sisters out on their escape 
route across Europe by train to the safety 
of Belgium.
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THE LOST GIRL 
FROM BELZEC
RAVIT RAUFMAN

When little Ruthie and her mother are 
taken to Belzec extermination camp in 
the midst of World War II, Ruthie’s mother 
knows that her daughter’s life is in grave 
danger. Desperate, she will do anything to 
save her from the terrible fate that awaits 
her, even at the cost of her own life. But 
she will have to act fast if she wants to 
give her daughter a chance of survival.

THE BERLIN GIRL’S DIARY
TZVIA GOLAN

From the moment she steps off the train 
at Auschwitz, Eva Reich has to fight for 
her survival. In the work camps of Nazi-
occupied Poland she experiences cruelty 
and hatred, but also kindness and bravery 
– from the people she least expected. 
Years later, a mysterious diary emerges – 
the diary of Eva Reich. It tells an unspoken 
story hidden for years through war, 
estrangement, and even death.

SIBLINGS OF WAR
CHANOCHI ZAKS

September, 1939. The Zaks siblings leave 
their quiet Polish hometown, on the run 
from the Nazis. But their escape does not 
go unhindered; and as they are captured by 
invading German forces, their father’s last 
command echoes in their minds: “Whatever 
you do, never, ever leave any one of your 
siblings behind.”
Reunions and tragedies follow as the Zaks 
siblings witness the horrors of Auschwitz, 
Buchenwald, and Bergen-Belsen, with 
only each other to protect them from the 
greatest evils man has ever known.

THE KEEPER OF THE LAUGH
DANNY FROMCHENKO

Max cannot remember anything from his 
life before the concentration camp. All he is 
left with is a sickening, maniacal laugh that 
echoes in his head. 
Alexandra Brecholdt seems adamant 
on taking Max into her care, but there is 
something she is too afraid to tell him. The 
secret of her fortune, her survival—and her 
son.
As Max’s memories begin to unravel, he 
and Alexandra will learn the true meaning 
of courage, love, hope – and the ultimate 
secret behind the laugh.
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THE LAST HUNT
MAOR KOHN

Fresh out of the academy, newly 
appointed inspector Yael Lavie is called to 
investigate a killing spree across one of the 
most controversial military zones on Earth. 
The more Yael digs into the case, the more 
questions she uncovers. Yael and her team 
put everything on the line, but the killer is 
always one step ahead. Will they manage 
to hunt him down in time or will they 
become the hunted themselves?
A slow-burning thriller from the co-creator 
of Apple-TV’s hit show, Tehran.

RED VENGEANCE
UZI EILAM

Gideon Ben-Ari may be officially retired, 
but in a world like his, nothing lasts forever 
– especially peace.
Still recuperating from its failure in the 
Vatican, Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard 
Corps decides to enlist a new deadly ally in 
its quest for revenge against the Mossad – 
the one superpower with enough military 
strength to help challenge the West: 
Russia.
Gideon Ben-Ari’s new adventure puts him 
dead in the center of his most perilous 
mission yet – stopping an unstoppable 
force from assassinating both agencies’ 
top brass.

PASSION UNDERCOVER 
IN TEHRAN
SHALVA HESSEL

Sally Amir never wanted to be a spy.
The life of covert espionage was forced 
upon her the day she discovered her 
husband was not, in fact, a simple embassy 
attaché – but a top-secret spy for the Israeli 
Mossad.
Now, undercover in Tehran, Sally rises in 
the ranks to gain the trust of some of the 
most dangerous terrorists in the world. 
But by the time she understands the true 
danger of having her cover compromised… 
it might be too late to get herself out.

THE RECRUITER
ILAN ARAD

A well-known film director and an infamous 
industry womanizer, David thought his only 
care in the world was his frequent vice of 
shadowy “massage parlors.” But that all 
changed when he met Isabella – a stunning 
model with secrets of her own.
Through Isabella, David is introduced 
to a whole new world: a world of sex 
work, human trafficking, violence, and 
questionable morality. As the tall, dark, and 
mysterious woman draws him closer, David 
must make a choice: He can walk away 
from all of it. Or he can be recruited.
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TERMINAL CHASE
EHUD PELED

After receiving a devastating diagnosis of 
cancer in his early thirties, Emil Dreyfus 
drowns his sorrows in a blissful night with 
Jenny, a beautiful woman he meets in a 
bar.
But when Jenny is found dead the 
following day, Emil finds himself at the 
very center of a nationwide conspiracy. 
Soon, he is trapped in a loop of drug 
smugglers, rogue agents, and high stakes 
call girls, all leading in one direction: the 
President of the United States.

THE HOLY GRAIL CODE
EHUD PELED

When a freak plane crash leaves five 
people dead without explanation, veteran 
investigative journalist Ilana Perez jumps 
on the case.
Five anonymous graves, a DNA test, and a 
blood-red trail lead Perez and her team to 
the best kept secret in history. Surrounded 
by intelligence officers, high-ranking 
clergymen, and unprecedented political 
powers, Perez and her team slowly 
learn that some secrets are better left 
undisturbed.

SEA RAID
NIV KAPLAN & Y. COHEN

After a grueling year of physical and 
mental training, Sgt. Yoni Cooper has 
become the ultimate elite soldier. But 
when a seemingly routine assignment to 
seize control of a vessel takes a dangerous 
turn, Cooper finds himself trapped 
between a terrorist cell and the cold 
waters of the Mediterranean Sea.
Outnumbered, Cooper and his team must 
fight to overcome their attackers. Based on 
the true events of the Mavi Marmara flotilla 
raid, this fictional book weaves a thrilling 
story of action, suspense, and military and 
political intrigue.

THE PEACEKEEPER
MAOR KOHN

From Apple TV’s Tehran co-creator, Emmy 
award-winner Maor Kohn’s debut novel 
delivers a fast-paced, blink-and-you’ll-
miss-it espionage thriller.
When she is called to investigate a series 
of cybersecurity attacks, ISA agent 
and criminologist Yael Lavie finds that 
everything leads her back to one man 
– The Assyrian. The closer she gets, the 
more The Assyrian seems to slip away. And 
the longer she hunts him down…the more 
it feels like she’s the one being hunted.
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GREEN KILLS
AVI DOMOSHEVIZKI

In this fast-paced thriller about venture 
capital funds decision-making, two 
men who undergo what were supposed 
to be simple surgical procedures die 
unexpectedly on the operating table in 
two different hospitals. Are their deaths 
related? Ronnie Saar, a newly promoted 
partner in a leading venture capital fund, 
must face these and other ominous 
developments that threaten his life and 
that of his bride-to-be.

DEATH SUM GAME
AVI DOMOSHEVIZKI

Tom scrambles to avert disaster when 
his wife disappears. He must rely on his 
unique skillset to uncover the madman 
behind a lethal plot in a race against time. 
In the shadowy realm of conspiracy, lies 
and deceit are the currency. Ultimately, 
Tom must make a devastating choice 
between sacrificing the life of the woman 
he worships or becoming an accomplice to 
untold bloodshed and suffering.

IN THE WRONG HANDS
AVI DOMOSHEVIZKI

On the verge of becoming a Nobel 
Prize candidate, Ronnie’s company has 
developed the ultimate tool of genetic 
therapeutics, a method that will forever 
change the way malignant and genetic 
diseases are treated. But the company’s 
precious technology is stolen and Ronnie 
finds himself on the trail of a sophisticated 
and cold-blooded killer who is determined 
to prevent him from discovering the truth.

RESISTANTS
EHUD PELED

Behind sealed files and locked doors, a 
team of scientists is working on a radical 
solution to bring humanity to the next 
step of its evolutionary potential.
Itamar is an up-and-coming lawyer in a 
small-time firm. His wishes to stand out 
from the pack are seemingly granted 
when he gets a new client in the form 
of Dafna - a young woman with an 
incredible story of injustice, conspiracy, 
and murder.
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AN EYE FOR MURDER
MARTIN SHERWOOD

Professor Lucy Efron is close to a 
breakthrough in the field of ophthalmology. 
Once her clinical trial has ended, her 
revolutionary eyedrops should render 
cataract surgery unnecessary. But the 
clinical trial is far from squeaky clean… 
and a series of unexplained and nearly 
unnoticed geriatric deaths catches the 
attention of medical student Milbert, who’s 
not about to let anyone, especially those 
closest to him, lose their lives.

INFILTRATION GAMES
AMIT ASSA

He looks just like the neighbor from 
across the hall. Like the friendly tourist 
at the shop. For all they know, he is. 
When his latest target turns out to be 
a known terrorist who slipped through 
his assassination attempt once before, 
a covert agent must make the choice 
between his faith in the people who 
trained him and his oath to save lives.

THE DANGER WITHIN
E. L. PINI

Twenty-two people are killed in an attack 
on Rome. Avner Ehrlich, working in the 
Mossad’s Special Operations Unit, is sent 
across continents in pursuit of the vicious 
terrorist responsible for the attack. 
Avner’s mission is to stop him from 
executing more ominous plans which 
may lead to an international crisis.

GOOD AND DEAD
E. L. PINI

Avner Ehrlich, the Mossad’s “operator” and 
serial rulebreaker, is called urgently into 
action. He is inserted into Iran with the 
task of eliminating Professor Hamdani, the 
mastermind behind the nuclear warheads 
smuggled into Iran. But Hamdani escapes 
his clutches and disappears. Soon, Ehrlich 
realizes just how crucial his mission 
is – when he learns that Hamdani is 
orchestrating the dispatch of a massive 
nuclear weapon by submarine. And its 
target – is Tel Aviv.
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THE NATIVITY OF 
BLOODSHED
MOSHE LEVIN

The hidden historical stories of the 
Church of the Nativity and the mysterious 
disappearance of the silver star from the 
grotto of the Nativity in Bethlehem are 
the triggers for this rich historical mystery 
novel. A novel that is a collage of memories 
binding reality and imagination combining 
the real stories of Amico the Italian friar 
from the 16th century, Giles the British 
surveyor from the early 20th century, and a 
21st century Israeli sniper.

THE VIPER CODE
A.M. ELIA

Revital never thought her executive job 
at a bio-tech firm would get her drugged, 
kidnapped, and held at gunpoint. The men 
who took her work for the Viper, a fearsome 
international terrorist. He wants something 
related to her company’s top-secret project.
Something only she knows.
When the charismatic Jonathan she thought 
she knew so well comes to her rescue in a 
daring operation, something else becomes 
perfectly clear – the man is more than meets 
the eye.

A UNIVERSAL STORM
GERSHON SHEVACH

A mysterious revolution sends the entire 
world reeling into darkness and chaos. 
When a huge power outage paralyzes 
electric and communication systems 
across the globe, a journalist finds himself 
in the midst of a global conspiracy, 
determined to uncover the truth and 
expose the perpetrators. But his search 
for justice will take him on dark paths of 
danger, betrayal, and even death.

THE ROME ASSIGNMENT
ELI EVRON

When an Iranian informant surprisingly falls 
into his lap, Mossad operative Ben is drawn 
into a cunning game of chess between two 
Middle Eastern nuclear powers. 
As his mission unfolds, critical information 
comes to light concerning a notorious 
Nazi war criminal 70 years on the run, an 
international ring of art thieves, and a 
ticking time bomb in the heart of a major 
European city.
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WHERE ORANGE  
BLOSSOMS GROW
SHLOMIT MIRON

When retired widow Nava Greenberg meets 
the aging mentalist Izzy Shapira, she cannot 
make heads or tails of him. While her life is 
routine, his is spontaneous and rare. While 
she lives day-by-day, he lives for every 
second. He is impulsive, childlike... and 
mesmerizing.
But even men like Izzy have secrets, and 
when his secret finally bubbles up to 
the surface, it threatens not only Nava’s 
newfound independence but also her 
blissful hopes for their shared future 
together, where the orange blossoms grow.

NOT BAD, FOR A WOMAN
D. R. BRAUN

It’s the end of the 1990s and I’m 
surrounded by success. Meaning, 
everyone around me is successful. I’m just 
the one who builds them up. I’m caught in 
the middle of the emerging (testosterone-
filled) hi-tech bubble, having to climb 
figurative (and literal) mountains just to 
get a “thank you.” 
You think I got it made? You try juggling 
a company, a husband, a family, clients, 
children, contractors, and an especially 
talkative cat in the middle of a global 
crisis.

The Day After series follows attorney Dr. Noa Pe’er on 
a powerful, personal journey in search of answers to 
the fundamental questions of life. It is a tale of bravery 
and the courage to be different, and an inspiring 
account of one woman’s path to a new dawn in life.

DR. SHANI ROFFEH
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WHITE SMOKE
ITAMAR S. N

Yonatan Green is a bisexual playboy who 
will do anything to provoke his father, 
Israel’s Prime Minister, who always puts the 
country before his family. 
When he meets Meir, a shy entrepreneur, 
he falls in love for the first time. The couple 
becomes a family when fate brings Amal 
into their lives - a Palestinian girl who is 
the victim of a family honor attack. Their 
love story grows alongside the new state 
of Israel, but the euphoria of peace and 
unification is quickly fading – with racism 
and hatred taking its place.

IMMODEST
L.S. EINAT

In a world ruled by strict traditions and 
laws, a courageous young woman from 
an extreme ultra-orthodox Jewish society 
chooses to obey the commandments 
of her heart and risk everything, despite 
the huge price she may be forced to pay. 
Trapped in an abusive marriage from 
which there is seemingly no escape, 
she must do what she can to regain her 
freedom, her life, and herself.

ALL THE LIVES WE  
COULD HAVE LED
ESHED DAGAN

As Avia and her son get off the plane in 
San Francisco, she cannot help but feel 
just a little hopeful. 
Since before her divorce, both Avia and 
Lavi have held on to pieces of their past: 
an abusive husband, a domineering 
father, illness, addiction; pieces Avia 
hopes to put together as they tour the 
landscape of her gravest mistakes.
But as they approach their final 
destination, she wonders: Is it too late for 
them to finally accept each other – and to 
have a second chance at a happy family?

THE SISTERS WE WERE
EHUD PALMOR

Dana Epstein takes the winding path back 
to her childhood home in the country 
where her two sisters are waiting for their 
annual family gathering. It’s a place of 
bittersweet memories but also of missed 
opportunities and disquieting jealousy. 
Set over the span of 20 years, The Sisters 
We Were creates a set of uniquely vivid 
characters and a lush, ultra-realistic story 
which never shies away from opening up 
old wounds – but always leaves room for 
healing. 
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DOUBLE DEVOTION
SIMA BEN

A single mom after a nasty divorce, Sam 
thought she was done with men. But all 
that changed when she saw him: Michael 
Jones. The movie star. The rock legend.  
Her idol. 
There’s only one problem. A gorgeous 
problem with eyes to die for. And he 
happens to be Michael’s best friend. 
Michael is raw passion, impulsiveness, and 
glamor, Avi is an island, strong, unfazed. 
Sam knows she should make a choice. But 
what if there’s a way to make this three-way 
relationship work?

ONE DAY YOU’LL THANK ME
VERED SION

Yanina Lishanski knows she wants more 
out of life. More from her education, more 
from her emotionally abusive mother 
and her violent father. Encapsulating the 
immigrant experience through the eyes of 
a child born to a world she will forever be 
a stranger to, Yanina’s complex life poses a 
fascinating question.
How much are we really slaves to the 
circumstances into which we’re born? 
Can Yanina escape her fate or will she 
be forever haunted by the words of her 
mother, “One day you’ll thank me”?

DELUSIONS OF LOVE
SAYA LYRAN MALKIN

Delusion of Love is a collection of short 
stories about love, jealousy, passion, 
spontaneity, and curiosity.
The motif all the protagonists have in 
common is a connection between love 
and loneliness, between the turmoil 
of drives and emotions and the pain 
of separation and death, between the 
tempestuous past they abandoned and 
the stability they chose instead. 

ONE DAY I’LL MEET YOU
TAMAR ASHKENAZI

A widowed pediatrician in St. Petersburg 
makes the heartbreaking decision to give 
her grandchild up for adoption. When a 
match is made with a mother from far 
away, she accepts that she will never see 
her beloved granddaughter again. But 
years later, the now-grown-up girl and her 
adoptive mother make the transformative 
journey back to her birthplace – where 
their story began.



Historical
Fiction
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THE WOMEN OF THE  
BERLIN SALON
MICHEL ZOHAR BEN-DOR

By the end of the 18th century, German 
high society is on the precipice of 
enlightenment. United by their passion 
on the backdrop of rising German 
nationalism, where being born Jewish, 
not to mention a woman, is far from 
advantageous - Rachel, Henrietta, 
and Dorothea each face challenges of 
the mind, soul, and heart. The three 
independent-thinking women set out to 
make their own paths in life – as Berlin’s 
most popular Salonnières.

THE CASE OF THE  
GERMAN DOCTOR
TSURIEL SDOMI

When William decided to pursue a career 
as a doctor, he believed he was doing all 
in his power to help his people survive. 
But what begins with a shameful family 
secret coming to light forces William to 
confront not only his family’s past but 
his own. William’s case threads together 
one tragic character after another: A 
Jewish prosecutor; a fragile woman with 
a shocking story of betrayal; an ambitious 
attorney who struggles with morality; 
and William himself, who faces the dire 
consequences of his relentless attempts at 
redemption.

EYAL COHEN
GENESIS DAYS SERIES

The Bible is the best-selling book in human history, but 
sometimes the stories it weaves are not fully understood, due 
to its poetic and obscure literary style. The Lost Treasures is a 
fascinating retelling of the world’s most famous tales, laying 
bare the lives of humanity’s forefathers and revealing ancient 
history through a contemporary experience.
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THE BOOK OF RACHEL
YOCHI BRANDES

This spellbinding historical novel tells 
the story of the venerated yet enigmatic 
Rabbi Akiva and his contemporaries, the 
Sages of Jewish tradition and of early 
Christianity. 
After meeting his wife Rachel and 
marrying her against her father’s wishes, 
Rabbi Akiva is compelled to study 
until he becomes the nation of Israel’s 
greatest sage. He and many others 
become flesh and blood in this stunning 
interweaving of biblical lore into a page-
turning read.

THE JEWISH PRIEST 
AARON BEN SHAHAR

Though he was named after the 
legendary Hebrew king, David, the son 
of a local Rabbi, cannot help but feel 
like a constant second fiddle to his older 
brother Shmuel. 
So, when tragedy strikes their household, 
David makes an inconceivable decision 
that shakes his faith in his religion, 
his God – and himself. Not only will it 
alter the course of his own life – but his 
family’s legacy as well.

THE UNDERGROUND 
ENGINEER 
RUTH ESHEL

As the flames of war blaze across Europe, 
brilliant young engineer Evgeni Ratner – 
“Jenka” to his friends – Is recruited by the 
British Admiralty to fight the Nazi threat.
Part sprawling historical saga, part 
fascinating historical adventure 
document, The Underground Engineer 
is based on the real story of the founding 
father of Israel’s top defense agency, 
Jenka Ratner: army brat, troublemaking 
student, fearless motorcycle adventurer 
and above all – brilliant inventor, whose 
work changed the course of history.

THE RABBI’S WIFE,  
THE BISHOP’S WIFE
DAVID JACOBSON 

Chayuta Deutsch. Spain, 1391. Joana, 
the wife of the Rabbi of Burgos, is living a 
comfortable, carefree life with her family 
of seven. Until her world is shattered 
without warning one summer day.
While her husband joins the Catholic 
church and takes their family with him, 
Joana struggles with the unrelenting 
yearning for her children. 
Centuries later, in 2020 Jerusalem, the 
Covid-19 pandemic brigs Joana Halevi’s 
memory to the surface, and her story is 
heard for the first time.



Literary
Fiction
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SOMEONE’S SECRET
SNUNIT LISS

Liz’s life takes a terrifying turn when a 
message pops up in her inbox. It’s signed 
by “Someone” who claims to have bought 
her stolen laptop, and with it all of her 
most treasured memories. He offers her a 
simple deal: every week Liz will send him 
a letter revealing her innermost emotions, 
thoughts, and feelings; and every week, 
he will send back a piece of her past.
Liz has no choice but to cooperate – 
and as tragedies and secrets rise to the 
surface, nothing will ever be the same 
again.

THE MOTHER YOU KNEW
LEILA HILKMANN

Tara’s life is shuttered when she reaches the 
airport to pick up both her children from a 
visit with their father in America and realizes 
that only her daughter returned. 
In her effort to free her son, Tara is thrust into 
the American legal system. She races against 
time while embarking on a perilous journey 
that involves sidestepping her mentally 
disturbed sister who goes out of her way to 
block Tara from seeing her son. 
Mesmerizing and heart wrenching in its 
sincerity, this page turner evokes emotion 
and compassion as it spans over European 
landscapes and some of America’s most 
prestigious locations.

THE ADVENTURES  
OF BONNY HOOD IN  
THE URBAN DESERT 
YOSSI OVADIA

Bonny Hood spends his days cruising 
between his desert hometown and The 
Big City, wooing girls and getting in 
trouble with all the wrong people. But 
in his mind, he’s a hero, a defender, a 
fairytale Prince Charming. 
Bonny’s adventures show us the 
necessity of reconnecting with ourselves, 
growing from our past traumas, and 
following our dreams – wherever they 
may eventually lead.

THE BOOK OF ARKOVIA
YOSSI OVADIA

The spiritual leader and Guru of Arkovia 
is dead. Obsessed with his final decree, 
the Arkovians segregate themselves from 
their neighbors and their gates remain 
forever closed to the outside world. Until 
one Arkovian dares to think differently. To 
disobey. To love.
The Book of Arkovia offers a timeless 
message of hope and inspiration. A 
modern philosophical classic, the Arkovian 
journey teaches us the importance of 
self-image, unity, and the pursuit of true 
freedom in the face of oppression.
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THE CHRONICLER  
OF LOST MYTHS
YOSSI LEV

For over 30 years, Yossi Lev has been 
traveling the world, documenting 
forgotten faraway cultures and their 
amazing fables. But with every step 
taken, he can’t help but fall into fantastic 
new encounters: growing old with 
mighty thunder gods, transforming his 
shadow, even escorting a legendary poet 
up a winding mountain. Join him as 
he journeys to find the magical realism 
behind the world’s most miraculous 
stories.

THE BEST OF ALL WORLDS
OFIR OZ

Niv is a 25-year-old computer genius 
stuck on an unsolvable bug. A random 
encounter with the beautiful Smadar 
leaves him no choice but to fall 
desperately in love with her. Soon, Niv 
begins to realize that he possesses the 
power to control and shape reality, time 
and time again. He embarks on a mission 
to prove his deity to those who refuse to 
believe. But he is about to realize that in 
life, and in love, sacrifices must be made.

THE MIDDLE BETWEEN US
ITAMAR S. N

Four tormented souls. Two impossible 
love stories. One inescapable fate.
The Middle Between Us delicately unfurls 
the love stories of two sets of couples, 
detached by time but brought together by 
fate. Where one revolves around two men 
coming to terms with their own sexual 
identities, the other forces its two young 
lovers apart in the face of insurmountable 
odds. Seemingly unrelated at first, the 
two star-crossed couples find out they are 
not only parallel – but deeply intertwined.

THE BEAUTY PAGEANT
GUY BAUM

In a world where aesthetics is simply 
an expression of the human soul and 
there is no differentiation between 
internal and external beauty, a 
kindhearted businessman  joins a 
unique beauty pageant. 
This is the story of a man who 
embarks on an adventure – a mental 
and emotional journey in pursuit of 
the concept of internal beauty, which 
will change the way he sees the world 
and his place in it forever.



Sci-Fi 
&

Fantasy
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MARS – FRONTIER
HENYA SHANUN-KLEIN

In May 2069, the Phoenix embarks on 
its journey to Mars. It is manned by a 
pioneering expedition comprised of seven 
astronauts – six humans and one cyborg. 
But in space, there are no tracks to follow. 
Success and failure are measured in the 
very act of landing. Anything after that is 
any man’s game.
In all those who made it to Mars, the 
human spirit is revealed at its finest, even 
as malfunctions and disasters bring them 
crashing into the cliffs of the universe. 
Sometimes it takes a catastrophe for 
science to leap forward.

THE RIVER OF ETERNITY
EHUD PELED

This philosophical fantasy tells the 
timeless fable of Elam – the lone prince, 
the fearless warrior, the tenacious 
hunter – as he journeys the ancient 
landscapes of a mystical land in search 
of the mysterious serpent ring and his 
kidnapped mother. 
Through the eyes of Elam we get a 
unique, insightful look on humanity, as 
the pure hero comes face to face with 
riddling merchants, fabled heroes, and 
fiery fortunetellers that ultimately guide 
him towards eternity - and the meaning 
of life.

ORANUS: AN ANGEL 
BETWEEN DARKNESS  
AND LIGHT
OSNAT BEN AMI

For years, life on the Continent of the 
Fallen Star went on without a care. Six 
different tribes lived side by side in peace. 
But everything changes when the head 
of the Kadanita Clan decides to breach 
the ancient alliance. Oranus is chosen to 
descend to the world in the form of the 
warrior Adrian and bring order, but the plan 
goes awry when the merging of Oranus’s 
soul and Adrian’s body creates conflicts 
that threaten to sabotage his mission. 
As his power grows, only one question 
remains: is Oranus controlling Adrian, or is 
Adrian controlling him? 

A TALE OF LOVE AND FIRE
MAET YAEL OR

Just like all other Perfect Souls, Zyo8’s 
mission is to reincarnate into our world 
and develop her skills by finding and 
overcoming her soul’s inner conflicts.  
Zyo8 shows great promise… If she can 
just keep her ego in check.
Sent down to rectify humanity’s path, 
Zyo8’s potential is finally put to the test: 
rescue the First Mission, save humanity 
– and find the true meaning of Love and 
freedom.
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SURVIVING MY MOTHER
DEBBIE MATZKIN

Since she was a little girl, Debbie Matzkin 
lived a double life. In one, she was the 
pampered only child of a European-
born aristocratic family. In the other, she 
was living in the shadow of her violent, 
abusive mother. 
Surviving My Mother is the candid story 
of a woman’s quest to survive, a mother’s 
quest to heal, and a daughter’s quest 
to forgive. Debbie Matzkin shares the 
lifesaving lessons she learned about life 
and finding happiness in the darkest  
of depths.

OUT OF THE SHOEBOX
YARON RESHEF

When an unexpected phone call leads 
him to a dusty shoebox full of old letters, 
everything Yaron has ever known about his 
family is called into question.
From an abandoned lot and forgotten bank 
account to people he never knew but who 
were an integral part of his legacy, past 
and present intertwine as his search hurls 
him all the way back to World War II and its 
shocking consequences, on a quest to solve 
a decades-old puzzle.

INSIDE THE ROOM  
WHERE IT HAPPENS
YONA BARTAL

Yona Bartal’s long and exciting career as 
deputy director of the Israeli President’s 
Office has made her a fly on the wall of 
some of the most politically charged rooms 
in the world – the oval office, the Russian 
Kremlin, even the Vatican’s inner chambers. 
Bartal recounts and exposes meetings 
and events that helped shape the Middle 
East, giving readers a rare glimpse into 
global diplomacy in action: from historic 
peace talks with foreign powers to forging 
friendships with Bono and Madonna  
over drinks.

A MANDATE FOR MURDER
HEZI KALO

On November 4th, 1995, decades of fierce 
political conflict culminated in the violent 
assassination of Israeli Prime Minister 
Yitzhak Rabin. As the shock subsided 
and a nation mourned, hard questions 
began to surface – questions like how 
could this happen? Why? And perhaps 
most importantly – could it have been 
prevented?
For the first time, a troubling story of 
institutional incitement and deliberate 
escalation is revealed by a senior Israeli 
GSS officer who feared the worst – and was 
powerless to stop it. 

|  NARRATIVE
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ISRAEL: A GIGANTIC 
SMALL COUNTRY
JEAN-PIERRE LÉVY

Jean-Pierre Lévy’s love affair with Israel 
began in 1962 and lasts to this day. In his 
book, the former marketing executive, 
Harvard alumnus, and war veteran 
discusses Israel, the “gigantic small 
country,” while directing his words to 
those who are too often unaware of what 
the Holocaust was and know little about 
the toils of the only Jewish state. In a 
relationship that is both historical and 
educational, the author presents them 
with Israel’s greatest achievements. 

THE GIRL FROM  
SCORPIONS PASS
MIRI FURSTENBERG

On a cold desert night, a little girl lies 
shivering on the ground near a bullet-
riddled bus, petrified with fear.  
Her parents are dead. 
Several hours later, an army patrol 
stumbles onto the scene of the 
massacre at Scorpions Pass.
Miri Furstenberg was only five years old 
– and sixty years would pass before she 
would finally find the courage to write 
about the night that changed her life 
forever.

OBJECTIONS, 
MISDEMEANORS, AND 
SPEEDING SENIORS 
ABRAHAM N. TENNENBAUM

After presiding over Jerusalem’s 
traffic court for nearly twenty years, 
retired Judge Abraham Tennenbaum 
paints an eye-opening picture of the 
global phenomenon that is traffic 
court. At times hilarious, insightful 
and compassionate, and as impartial 
as humanly possible, Objections, 
Misdemeanors, and Speeding Seniors 
is a unique account of the great social 
equalizer.

CARELESS
AVIVA ELAD M.D.

Practicing physician Dr. Aviva Elad delves 
into how and why doctors, nurses, 
and other medical professionals are 
caught in a system that renders them 
unintentionally careless – and harmful. 
Drawing on her case studies and personal 
experience, Dr. Elad demonstrates 
firsthand how overworking, understaffing, 
and detachment all contribute to the 
sickness of modern-day healthcare. In 
her insightful book, she highlights the 
problems – but shines a light on the 
solutions as well. 

|  NARRATIVE
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MONEY FOR WOMEN
TAMI YAARI

Women tend to be less “money-oriented” 
than men, meaning they often overlook 
the connection money has with their 
freedom, satisfaction, self-respect, quality 
of life, and security at all ages.
Money for Women is a practical and 
mind-opening guide to self-fulfillment and 
success. It reminds you that your capital 
has a direct influence on what matters 
to you the most, and that your financial 
potential is much greater than you think.

THE 21ST CENTURY SALES 
BIBLE
DR. YANIV ZAID

Designed for anyone looking to sell 
more, maximize their income, build 
their professional authority and develop 
their business to success, this book 
demonstrates the 10 commandments of 
being a salesperson in the 21st century.  
Dr. Yaniv Zaid lays out the rules and 
guidelines you will need to know, from 
branding and marketing to generating 
a growing community and creating 
confidence and trust. A must read for the 
modern businessperson.

IT GOES WITHOUT SELLING
DR. EYAL MATAN

Expert business strategist Eyal Matan 
explores the dramatic benefit of influencing 
the subconscious mind to become a more 
effective salesperson. By understanding 
how the subconscious mind works and 
learning to tap into its power, salespeople 
can more effectively persuade potential 
customers and close deals.
Through a combination of scientific 
research and practical examples, 
Matan provides readers with a range of 
techniques and strategies for influencing 
the subconscious, including the use 
of storytelling, body language, and 
suggestion. 

THE NEXT HUNDRED  
YEARS’ WAR
ERAN NITZAN

The power struggle between the United 
States of America and the People’s 
Republic of China is decades-old but more 
relevant than ever – from the Chinese 
manufacturing revolution to climate 
policies, global military and defense 
strategies, and nuclear and economic 
development. In the next hundred years, 
it will slowly but surely devolve into a full-
fledged war. 
Global economic expert Eran Nitzan offers 
an unbiased, in-depth look into the many 
direct and indirect influences of the conflict 
of the 21st century. 

|  BUSINESS 
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VULVACIOUS
MICHAL COHEN SIMHA

For as long as we can remember, female 
sexuality has been barricaded behind 
layers of taboo and shame, fear, and 
suppression—but no more. Vulvacious, 
Michal Cohen Simha’s groundbreaking 
book, opens both women and men to the 
possibilities of stress-free sexuality.
Cohen Simha leads her readers through 
an emotional, empowering journey of 
recognition and reconnection with their 
sexual energy. Through her empowered 
vulva workshop, countless women have 
learned what it means to be “vulvacious”: 
free, relaxed, powerful, confident, and 
inspired – both in and out of the bedroom.

THE LIGHT OF REASON
TAMAR JEHUDA COHEN

At the height of her professional career, 
groundbreaking immunologist Dr. Tamar 
Jehuda Cohen was diagnosed with a 
life-threatening brain aneurysm. As 
doctors debated where and how to open 
and remove parts of her brain, Tamar’s 
thoughts drifted to the possible effects on 
her mind – and her soul. 
With plenty of compassion and zero self-
pity, The Light of Reason is a life-affirming, 
courage-inspiring odyssey through a mind 
faced with its own mortality, and the inner 
peace that lies within all of us.

|  BUSINESS 

STARTING AN INTERNET 
BUSINESS 
DR. SHANI ROFFEH

It’s generally assumed that entrepreneurs 
must be aware of the inner workings of 
technology, finance, and the processes 
required to turn a project into a reality. But 
in truth, the potential to succeed in the 
world of business can be found in all of us. 
This book presents a range of different 
business models taken primarily from 
cyberspace but also relevant to traditional 
commercial ventures as well as hi-tech 
ventures, whose success is dependent 
on a number of parameters that must be 
examined subjectively in real-time.

THE ISRAELI CYBERLAW –  
DIGITAL EVIDENCE IN 
PRACTICE 
DR. SHANI ROFFEH

From a cyber and technology legal expert, 
lawyer, writer, lecturer, arbitrator, and 
businesswoman comes a comprehensive 
study of law in the technological domain. 
Covering subjects from digital evidence 
and security cameras to privacy laws 
in cyberspace and written by a true 
professional authority, this book is 
a necessity for every lawyer or judge 
struggling with finding solutions to 
complicated legal issues in cyber law.

|  SELF -HELP
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INFINITE CHOICE 
QUESTIONS
SHARONA HADAR HOURI

In our daily lives, we are constantly asking 
questions. We don’t even notice we’re 
doing it, it’s just part of our routine. But 
questions are powerful things – and 
knowing which ones to ask ourselves can 
be lifechanging. In her groundbreaking 
approach to self-discovery, fulfillment, and 
growth, Sharona Hadar Houri will teach 
you how to train your mind to ask infinite 
choice questions – questions that harness 
the power to open up infinite possibilities 
and steer you onto a healthy path of 
awareness and receiving.

BECOME A LIFE ARCHITECT
ODELIA ALEXANDROVITCH

Anyone can become a success story – as 
long as they know how to make the right 
decisions and guide their life onto their 
desired path. With the Life Architecture 
Method, anyone can acquire the tools 
and discover the way to their own tailor-
made success – what is the right career 
for you? What should you study? What is 
your personal calling? Accompanied by 
scannable barcodes for self-diagnosis and 
further information, this book is everything 
you need to take your first steps towards 
success.

STRESS LESS
DR. IZAK (ZACH) FAYENA

As adults, we encounter stress at many 
junctions. This book is dedicated 
to everyone who wishes to delve in 
deeper, investigate and comprehend the 
mechanisms that influence stress. 
In simple words and through numerous 
examples taken from the lives of managers 
and employees, Stress Less compiles 
theoretical knowledge together with 
multiple strategies for coping effectively, 
presenting eight simple principles we can 
all practice daily to mitigate the negative 
effects of pressure.

LAUGH IT UP
SHAI GELBER

The author believes the three most 
important things in life are health, wealth, 
and happiness, and that all three, which 
are directly connected to one another, 
can be enhanced through humor.
Written in a light and entertaining style 
with plenty of laughs, the book will 
give you, the reader, useful insights and 
practical tools to utilize the benefits of 
laughter and humor in your daily life.
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HOME SMART
PROF. ARI NEUMAN &  
DR. OZ GUTERMAN

The 21st century presents new and 
complicated challenges for our younger 
generations, challenges that the traditional, 
outdated education system is no longer 
sufficient to prepare them for. 
If school smart is no longer good enough – 
teach them to be Home Smart.
This groundbreaking book examines 
the fascinating causes behind the rise in 
homeschooling, addresses the emotional, 
social, and intellectual implications of 
choosing to educate your children at home, 
and provides tools, advice, and positive 
encouragement to parents interested 
in joining and embracing the future of 
education.

GIRL, YOU’RE THE BOSS!
LIAT & ALONA LEVI-KOPELMAN

Girls are smart, capable, kind, and amazing. 
They have so much strength inside them 
and can grow up to be confident and 
successful women. 
Girl, You’re the Boss! Will give girls and 
teens the confidence and practical tools to 
be themselves at their very best. Built as 
an engaging mother-daughter workbook, 
both girls and their moms will learn how 
to love themselves for who they are, how 
to dream big and achieve even bigger, and 
everything they need to know to be the 
awesome boss of their own world.

|  PARENTING & EDUCATION

THINKING LIKE A FOX
DR. ZVI LANIR

In his book, a distinguished decision-
making researcher explains how to 
navigate our thoughts and actions by 
looking at the division between the 
Hedgehog and the Fox. While the former 
sees the world as a fixed reality that he 
must conform to – the Fox is able to 
transform himself and his surroundings to 
suit his nature. 
Dr. Lanir demonstrates how essential it 
is to be a fox in this age of disruption and 
constant change, conveying sophisticated 
ideas with clear, concise, and accessible 
language.

EMPOWER THROUGH 
QUESTIONS
YOSSY KEDMY

Talk less. Ask more. 
The core values behind bestselling 
author Yossy Kedmy’s NLP method are 
simple to understand – but why do they 
work? Because when you ask someone 
a question, you are actively directing 
their focus. These tools will teach you 
how to acquire more information and a 
deeper understanding by asking the right 
questions – to have a powerful influence on 
your surroundings, the people around you, 
and your own quality of life.
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WHAT EVERY CHILD NEEDS
JONATHAN DORON

In this best-selling book, now in its 
ninth edition, Jonathan Doron shares 
his incredible life story and how he was 
able to impact the hearts and minds of 
countless children, parents and educators 
in Israel and around the world. 
This book offers parents and educators 
insights, guidance, and practical advice 
on how to develop deep listening skills, 
compassion, and the ability to honor every 
child’s unique world – so children can 
receive what they truly need to flourish 
and be all they can be.

RESTLESS CHILDREN 
MERON BARAK M.D.

Restless Children presents a 
groundbreaking approach to helping 
children with attention deficits or 
anxiety disorders thrive in school 
and in family life. Dr. Barak, an 
experienced physician, ADD and 
ADHD specialist, and psychotherapist, 
bases his proven method on a holistic 
approach that integrates medicine and 
anthroposophical pedagogy.

THE NECKERCHIEF 
REVOLUTION
DR. MAYA WIZEL

Through her methodical yet poignant 
research, lifelong education innovator Dr. 
Maya Wizel demonstrates how the values 
of youth movements, summer camps, and 
other non-formal educational settings 
can help guide the new generation of 
educators and policy makers. 
She brings the voices of educators who 
“crossed over” from the non-formal to the 
formal system, carrying with them values 
and practices that help fulfill and advance 
the current goals of formal education 
systems.

THE ART OF PARENTING
LIAT ROCKAH ZIMRONI

After thousands of hours of work 
with both parents and educators, Liat 
Rokach Zimroni reveals the secrets 
that transform parenthood into an art. 
How do you make children believe in 
themselves? How can you help them 
recognize their abilities? What are the 
best tools you can give them to prepare 
for life in the 21st century?
Liat, a renowned parental guidance 
mentor, shares all the answers in this 
unique book. 

|  PARENTING & EDUCATION|  PARENTING & EDUCATION
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LEAVE ME ALONE
ORIT YOGEV

No one chooses to be fat. Many morbidly 
obese adults and children would willingly 
give a hand or foot to reduce their body 
size. Yet they continue to devour endlessly. 
What is behind this insatiable hunger? 
Readers will be stunned by chilling, real-
life stories of unhappy family relations, 
violent divorce, injury, and life-changing 
loss, all intertwined with the unremitting 
struggle to fit into the right size. This is 
a rare document that reveals a different 
perspective on the urge to eat oneself 
to death. It is also a valuable tool for 
practitioners and is included in many 
Israeli academic institutions as compulsory 
reading in the study of eating disorders.

RECIPE FOR THE SOUL
DR. SHULAMITH ARZY

Expert child psychologist Dr. Shulamith 
Arzy shares essential tools to help parents 
understand their child’s behavior and 
its motives; highlighting the emotional 
and mental causes for each diagnosis 
and creating a custom-made “recipe” for 
parents to use themselves.
Drawing from forty years of clinical 
expertise, Dr. Arzy explains how to face 
these problems, how to facilitate the 
healing process yourself, and how to 
recognize the need for an expert – without 
losing your own parental empowerment.

RAISING KIDS WITH 
COMPASSION
DR. HILI KOHAVI

“Raising Kids With Compassion” is an 
Israeli best-selling book that points a 
spotlight towards the crucial role parents 
play in building their child’s personality. 
This uniquely progressive book will give 
parents of children of all ages practical 
tools and know-how, teaching them 
everything from how to raise children to 
believe in themselves and their abilities, 
how to establish healthy communication 
with teenagers, to what you can do to 
prevent child-raising from taking over your 
romantic relationship.

TALKING ADHD 
ESTHER GOLDBERG

Parenting a child diagnosed with ADHD is 
a unique challenge. Thrust into the role 
of parent-therapist, most experience the 
extreme frustration of not knowing quite 
how to communicate with their children. 
They can’t fully understand. They can’t 
speak the exclusive language of ADHD. 
Talking ADHD throws a lifeline to millions of 
parents, caregivers, and therapists. It helps 
them navigate a prevalent and defining, yet 
often misunderstood, phenomenon of the 
modern age.
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THE BOOK OF PERMISSION
NONA ORBACH

Artist, educator, and art therapist 
Nona Orbach shares how to cultivate 
permission as a field for creative living 
and a bridge across the rifts in a diverse, 
divided society. 
Readers are invited and encouraged to 
write down their reflections, adding their 
own insight as they learn through art 
and stories how permission catalyzes 
transformation, increases optimism and 
compassion, and enhances freedom. 

THE GOOD ENOUGH STUDIO
NONA ORBACH

In global art therapist and educator Nona 
Orbach’s groundbreaking therapeutic 
model, the consciously organized studio 
is a place of acceptance where actions, 
materials, and the space itself “speak” and 
guide discovery.
The insights of this book will cultivate 
the work of those interested in the 
phenomenology of materials: artists, 
educators, therapists, and parents, as well 
as the nonprofessional reader. Through 
guidance and case studies, Orbach shows 
how the creator’s poetic truth can lead to 
integration and well-being.
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EARNING WORTHINESS
AMITTAI MEGGED

Certified supervisor, longtime lecturer, 
and expert family therapist Amittai 
Megged unravels the myths, truths, and 
misconceptions surrounding worthiness. 
Drawing on insights from years of 
experience and research, this book offers 
a practical approach to establishing 
worthiness in a wide variety of critical 
issues: from relationships and intimacy 
to parenting, trauma, sexuality, and our 
careers.

STORYTELLING THERAPY
ORIT EVEN SHOSHAN-RESHEF

After more than 20 years of working with 
children, teens, and adults, Dr. Even 
Shoshan-Reshef captures the essence of 
the dynamic therapeutic process with a 
new form of storytelling therapy.
Using her innovative method, she 
harnesses patients’ imagination as a 
therapeutic tool to project their inner 
dialogues and emotions in a clear, non-
hostile environment. In a detailed account 
of her process over several individual and 
group sessions, she unfurls her unique 
method as she manages to bring her 
patients’ stories from the mind – to the 
page.
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THE LENS OF THERAPY
ANAT BOTZER

Phototherapy, a budding field in 
psychotherapy, combines two worlds 
together to create a therapeutic method 
based on a passion for the visual. 
In a brilliant analysis, Anat Botzer, a 
psychotherapist and artist, highlights the 
hidden layers in the relationship between 
a therapist and a patient, comparing them 
with the layers in the creative photography 
process. All these combine to provide 
a comprehensive and enlightening 
introduction into the contemporary, 
magical field of phototherapy – therapy 
through photography.

FREE FROM DEPENDENCY
NATTI RONEL

Dependencies, addictive behaviors, and 
powerlessness all stem from one source, 
deep within us: Self-Centeredness. The 
Path of Grace is a structured system which 
promotes self-change. Through this book 
you will be able to visualize and apply it 
in a variety of daily situations, exercise 
stepping away from the many forms of 
self-centeredness that take hold in your 
life, and grow towards a rewarding, joyous, 
loving life.
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THE POWER OF  
ANIMAL MESSAGES
NOAH GOLDHIRSH

Throughout history, human cultures have 
had strong connections with animals. 
Animals communicate with us through their 
behavior, the sounds they make, their body 
language, and direct spiritual messages. 
The ANIMM method is based on the 
practices of the original Native Americans 
and is a means of communication through 
animals that has been adapted for the 
contemporary world. It allows every one of 
us to receive messages from the universe 
and understand various situations in our 
lives through the animals we meet.

THE POWER OF COLORS
NOAH GOLDHIRSH

Embark on a profound journey to explore 
the extraordinary properties of the ancient 
Native Americans’ Wheel of Colors. 
Discover the colors that are most suited 
to your personality and acquire insights 
that will help you maximize your potential 
in the best way possible, overcome your 
weaknesses, and be at your best even in 
the most challenging of times.
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THE PECULIAR ADVENTURE 
IN A MYSTERIOUS HOUSE
LEA BEN SHLOMO

Sharon and her younger sister Ella 
sneak up the hill to play in a mysterious 
abandoned house. As they explore deeper 
inside, the boundaries between the 
possible and the impossible blur. Inside 
the house, they discover peculiar rooms, 
a talking cuckoo clock, giant toys, and a 
handsome prince who invites Sharon to 
join his dreamland kingdom.   
Although the rooms are marvelous and 
tempt them to play, a trap is hidden 
in each of them. Can their sisterly love 
save them from the alluring wonders of 
witchcraft?

MR. BODY AND  
MR. FEELING
SHIRA SHAKED

One morning, Johnny wakes up with a 
bad feeling in his stomach. With his mom’s 
help, he gets to know Mr. Body and Mr. 
Feeling – who teach him why it’s important 
to pay attention to our emotions as well as 
our body, and how he can use the strength 
he has inside him to feel better in just five 
simple steps.
Based on the Five Steps to Relief (FSTR) 
method, this bright, empowering story 
helps teach children the essential skill of 
managing their emotions. 

Meytal Raz-Nave is the author of a series of children’s books about 
an inspiring 6-year-old girl named Hilly. Following the success of her 
books, she produced a unique kids TV series, which successfully aired 
on six leading media outlets and received positive reviews. Children 
and their parents have connected with Hilly, her unique spirit, and 
charming personality. 

Hilly feels so many feelings. Love, 
sadness, joy, and fear... She learns 
to discover her feelings by asking 
herself one simple question: How do 
I feel? She then pauses to examine 
her emotions - when she’s happy, 
but also when she’s angry, scared or 
sad. And then everything becomes 
clear!

MEYTAL RAZ-NAVE
HILLY’S FEELINGS
SERIES

She addresses issues like positive 
thinking and emotions and 
conveys important messages 
connecting with the inner self, all 
delivered with humor, fun, love 
and care. Hilly’s messages are 
global and encompass the most 
important narratives that drive 
and connect kids across cultures.
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THE ILLUSTRATED HISTORY 
OF THE UNIVERSE
GABRIEL COHEN

To inspire the bright minds of tomorrow, 
you need to show them the stars. From 
the beginning of time to the evolution of 
our solar system, The Illustrated History 
of the Universe tackles questions both 
big and small in chronological, easily 
accessible order. This beautifully illustrated 
book combines basic astrophysics with 
the breathtaking beauty of the cosmos. 
It is a call to adventure for curious young 
readers and encourages questioning and 
exploration.

THE BIG ACHOO!
DAFNA WARM

This sweet story about Ori and his 
father’s deafening sneezes uses beautiful 
illustrations and a healthy dose of humor to 
demonstrate Sensory Modulation Disorder 
(SMD). Through the day-to-day example 
of sneezing, children will learn about 
responsibility, acceptance, and inclusion, 
and understand about adjusted reactions.
The Big Achoo is a must-have in every 
household with a child with Sensory 
Modulation Disorder, and in every clinic 
that specializes in the subject.  

THE ONLY  
SKINNY BEAR
ILAN YEHOSHUA

It’s time for the traditional Fall 
Tournament, and all the bears 
in the forest are excited. All but 
Joshua Bear, the only skinny 
bear in the forest. He wants 
to show his friends that he’s a 
real bear, too – can he find the 
courage to be who he truly is?
A heartwarming, original tale 
of acceptance and bravery for 
children of all ages!

ONE MORE SUNSET
IDAN SHEFFER

When Billy is caught vandalizing his 
school, he is sentenced to community 
service at the local hospital. There, he 
meets Jenny – kind, cheerful, and a 
permanent resident of the hospital’s 
cancer ward. Although they are worlds 
apart, Billy can’t help but gravitate toward 
Jenny’s optimistic demeanor. 
Sunset after sunset, through deep, long 
conversations over art, music, and life, 
Billy sees a whole new world through 
Jenny’s eyes. And as Billy’s two worlds 
begin to collide, he must choose which 
one he wants to live in.
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TALI CARMI
TERRY TREETOP SERIES
Tali Carmi is the author of children’s books, loved by children all over the world. 
Her books have been translated into 5 languages and read by over a million 
children in 180 countries. After the success of her books, she teamed up with 
her husband to found eBookPro, a publishing house and literary agency, that 
specializes in digital marketing. Tali holds a B.Sc.  in Food Science and M.Sc. in 
Biotechnology.  She is an information systems specialist and the former founder 
and CEO of a software company for business management solutions. Tali is 
happily married with 3 children and 5 grandchildren.

TEACH YOUR CHILD ESSENTIAL 
LIFE LESSONS IN A FUN AND 
INTERACTIVE WAY!

About the Book
Terry Treetop goes on 
a journey to find new 
friends to invite to his 
new tree house. Along 
his way, he meets Betty 
the bee, Shelly the sheep, 
Cherry the chicken, and 
Kelly the cow, who are 
all too busy working 
to play with him. He is 
about to give up when an 
unexpected opportunity 
comes his way...
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LAYERS OF MEANING: 
ELEMENTS OF VISUAL 
JOURNALING
RAKEFET HADAR

The visual journal is a method for creating 
hand bound notebooks with personal 
artwork. Using mixed media techniques, 
it introduces the reader to the process of 
creating a physical expression of the soul 
which allows for healing, internal freedom 
and the rekindling of passion. The art of 
Visual Journey Journaling invites the reader 
to reconnect with their inner artist while 
learning how to create Soul Pages, using 
simple techniques and subtle guidelines. 
Rakefet Hadar is an art therapist, author 
and artist. She holds a BA and MA in 
Design and a MA in Art Therapy from Lesley 
College.

RAZOR FREE
SHLOMIT KARNI

Discover the ultimate solution to 
permanently stop unwanted body 
hair growth in a captivating story and 
empowering guide. It’s time to unlock a 
new level of beauty, freedom, and self-
confidence.
Join a determined housewife on an 
extraordinary journey as she conducts a 
groundbreaking hair-removal experiment.
This story and empowering guide will 
leave an indelible mark, inspiring you 
to break free from conventional beauty 
norms.

A collection of inspiring quotes 
accompanied by stunning photographs 
exhibiting amazing landscapes from 
locations all over the world.  Passerby 
is a multi-cultural platform designed to 
incorporate music, visuals, sounds, ideas, 
people, and places. It stands for music 
without borders, shared creativity, cultural 
generosity, and self-expression.

The Passerby (AKA Gilad Segev) is a 
traveling artist who tells the stories 
of his encounters with people from 
different cultures through music, 
video, and visual content. His positive 
inspiration and creation are shaped by 
the stories, lifestyles, authenticity, and 
dominant memories and traits of the many 
places he has visited.

GILAD SEGEV
PASSERBY

“This book is a gift to the world.”
“Extraordinary, absolutely beautiful.”

“A new and unique concept.”

Gilad Segev is an esteemed Israeli 
singer-songwriter, musician, 
journalist, and author. Gilad has 
toured and performed all over 
the world in front of thousands of 
people and recently established 
“Passerby”, a content-based social 
platform aiming to enhance 
unheard voices and promote 
musical cultures and communities.
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YOU ARE HOME
RACHEL WARCHAWSKI

No matter what people say, you don’t 
need to be an expert designer to turn your 
house into a cozy, comfy, stylish home. 
In fact, all you need to design the perfect 
space for your everyday life is already 
entirely in your hands.
With engaging prompts and rich real-life 
examples, expert urban architect Rachel 
Warchawski will teach you how to tap 
into your creative fountain and make any 
home your own – whether it’s a two-story 
cottage or a 3-bedroom apartment. 

DANCING AWAY FROM 
PARKINSON’S 
PROF. RAFI ELDOR

Professor Rafi Eldor was diagnosed with 
Parkinson’s disease in 2008. Despite the 
rapid deterioration, Rafi chose to fight. 
In his uniquely optimistic memoir, Prof. 
Eldor describes his seemingly impossible 
transformation, in both body and mind. 
He shares how the discovery and practice 
of ballroom dancing helped him not only 
delay the progression of Parkison’s’ most 
prominent symptoms, but also develop 
muscle strength, improve coordination, 
and provide him with overall quality of life.

YOU GUT THIS
ADI ZUSMAN

The difficulties and discomforts 
surrounding digestion ailments usually 
involve different pills, diets, checkups, or 
even surgical intervention. These changes 
can be hard to digest, to say the least. 
But in You Gut This, the professional, 
multifaceted guide from clinical dietitian 
Adi Zusman RD, you can find a new way to 
care, treat, and alleviate digestive distress, 
and soothe your disorder back into deep 
remission.

SUPER EXERCISE TRAINING
DR. MICHAEL HERLING

Super Exercise Training presents the 
principles of a revolutionary and innovative 
system which includes all you’ve ever 
wanted from a fitness plan. Developed 
through 30 years of experience as a 
specialist physician in family medicine 
working in a diverse community, Dr. 
Michael Herling’s method is based on the 
movement principles of animals, children, 
and elderly people with exemplary fitness 
as well as contemporary scientific research.
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